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					QR Code (abbreviated 
					from Quick Response Code) is the trademark for a type 
					of
					
					matrix barcode (or two-dimensional
					
					barcode) first designed for the
					
					automotive industry in Japan. A barcode is a 
					machine-readable optical label that contains information 
					about the item to which it is attached. A QR code uses four 
					standardized encoding modes (numeric, alphanumeric, byte / 
					binary, and
					
					kanji) to efficiently store data; extensions may also be 
					used.[1]
					The QR Code system became 
					popular outside the automotive industry due to its fast 
					readability and greater storage capacity compared to 
					standard
					
					UPC barcodes. Applications include product tracking, 
					item identification, time tracking, document management, and 
					general marketing.[2]


			

		

		1.  Steps on how to insert a QR 
		Code 
		into PDF Page:

			
				Choose 
				Menu Insert > 
					Select PDF Barcode > QR Code
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				Hold Left mouse button to create 
				an area of the required size and then release it


		2. Access the properties:

			
				Click the Selection button 
				[image: ]
					first. 
			
	
				Click inside the line to highlight it and click 
					Properties Button 
			[image: ]
	
				Or, click the line and double-click again 
			
	
				Or, Key F4


		
			3. Set the properties:
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			Here is the list of the properties.

			
					
							
							String	
							The text to be encoded
	
							
							Barcode Color	
							The color of the bars
	
							
							Position (Left, Right, 
							Width, Height)	
							The X and Y coordinate 
							of the box to define the position and size of the barcode
	
								Scale	
								The ratio of the 
								displayed barcode to the actual barcode 
	
							
							Background Color	
							The color of the 
							background 
						
	
								
								Rotate	
								The 
								rotation degree from 3 clock relative to the
								barcode center
	
								
								Margin

								(Horizontal/Vertical)	
								The distance from 
								the barcode to the border of the background
	
							
							Encode Hit Type	
							
							Sub Option

	
							
							ERROR_CORRECTION	
							AUTO/L/M/Q/H
	
							
							CHARACTER_SET	
							AUTO, Cp437, Shift_JIS 
							and ISO-8859-1 to ISO-8859-16
	
						Reset	
						Reset all the Sub Options 
						to the default values
	
						
							Action: Add Link, Submit, 
                        JavaScript and more ... 
							
						See
                        PDF Actions.
	
						Get Barcode Image	
						Save the barcode image as 
						a PNG file after clicking OK.


			

		

		4. Screenshot:
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